590 and 600 Minnesota Street
Student and Trainee Housing
STUDIO

590 + 600 UNIT RENDERING
BUILDING 600 LEVEL 0 UNIT PLAN

1" = 25'-0"
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing

University of California, San Francisco

EFFICIENCY UNIT, TYPE Be

AVERAGE UNIT ASF: 251SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT

(Unit shown: 315)
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

EFFICIENCY UNIT, TYPE Bi
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 250 SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

STUDIO UNIT, TYPE A
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 347SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT

(Unit shown: 223)
STUDIO UNIT, TYPE B

UNIT ASF : 429SF

UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE Ac
UNIT ASF: 505SF
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE Ae
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 505SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE Ai
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 497SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE B
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 471SF
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE Ce
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 501SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

EFFICIENCY UNIT, TYPE Ai
AVERAGE UNIT ASF: 246SF
EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT

STUDIO UNIT, TYPE A

AVERAGE UNIT ASF: 351SF

UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

600

(Unit shown: 238)
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

STUDIO UNIT, TYPE B
UNIT ASF : 377SF

(Unit shown: 242)
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE Ae
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 504SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE Ai
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 502SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT

(Unit shown: 608)
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE B
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 467SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT

(Unit shown: 613)
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE Ce
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 512SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT

(Unit shown: 628)
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE Ci
AVERAGE UNIT ASF: 507SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE E
UNIT ASF : 500SF
UCSF Minnesota Street Housing
University of California, San Francisco

600

TWO BEDROOM, TYPE F
AVERAGE UNIT ASF : 605SF

EXACT DIMENSIONS MAY VARY PER UNIT

(Unit shown: 610)